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98% local staff, rapid know-how  
transfer to Algerian managers
Context: 
•  First metro line in Algeria, opened in November 2011
•  9-km long at launch date (extensions in progress)
•  14 trains
•  8-year O&M contract awarded to RATP El Djazaïr,  

a 100% subsidiary of RATP Dev
•  Client: Algerian Transport Ministry’s representative 

EMA (Entreprise du Métro d’Alger)

What we delivered: 
EMPOWERMENT OF ALL EMPLOYEES ON 
ALGERIA’S FIRST METRO LINE 
•  Economic impact: Recruiting of ~400 Algerian 

employees – 98% of RATP El-Djazaïr’s total staff
•  Reliability: training according to RATP Group 

standards
•  Local empowerment: Gradual promotion of local 

managers to run the business (mid-level management 
positions filled up with Algerian employees from the 
very beginning, half senior management positions 
filled up with Algerian executives 2 years after launch)

How we did it: 
LEVERAGING RATP STANDARD TOOLS & 
PROCESSES AND FAST-TRACKING HIGH 
POTENTIALS
RATP’s tools and processes have been instrumental 
to quickly recruit and train to high-quality standards 
people with no previous experience in railways.
•  Recruiting: standard job descriptions, psycho-technic 

and psychomotor tests, medical check-ups
•  Training: standard training programs based on a 

train-the-trainer principle, proprietary hardware and 
software, ad hoc expert support from RATP Group 
mobile taskforce (ODA)

•  Know-how transfer: early detection of high potential 
Algerian supervisors to promote them to manager 
level, later on replacing foreign executives

Know-how transfer realised in spite of challenging 
local context:

>  First metro line in the country : no local references 
to learn from

>  Local employees with no experience in railways,  
all trained from scratch

>  First venture of RATP Dev in Algeria, no prior 
experience in recruiting people in Algeria 

ALGIERS METRO
Algeria
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Mass recruiting: 
1)  300 EMPLOYEES RECRUITED WITHIN 4 MONTHS
Mass recruitment started in May 2011, shortly after 
Algeria’s transportation minister set the opening date 
to November 1st. About 300 employees were recruited 
within 4 months (total headcount today is close to 400).

Following positions were filled up:
>  70 salespersons
>  60 inspectors
>  50 drivers
>  60 station management operators
>  35 maintenance operators
>  25 operators for the Operation Command Centre
>  15 line supervisors

RATP Dev had structured the selection process  
as follows:

>  Typical job descriptions as well as CV requirements 
were established leveraging RATP Dev experience

>  CVs were provided by Algeria’s national 
employment agency

>  Selected applicants were subjected to  
psycho-technical and / or psychomotor tests, 
defined drawing on RATP Group standard tests, 
to assess logical thinking and physical reflexes 
(as supervisors who might have to drive train 
themselves in specific situations)

>  Remaining applicants were subjected to a medical 
check-up, whose set of criteria was defined by 
experts based on RATP Group standard practices

>  Shortlisted applicants were interviewed by  
RATP Dev managers

2)  TRAINING ACCORDING TO RATP STANDARDS
Training was then provided by the first wave  
of supervisors who had initially been trained  
by RATP Group experts (see section below on  
mid-management).  
This “train the trainer principle”, systematically applied 
by RATP Group across all its networks, delivers two main 
benefits: 

>  Transfer know-how faster to local employees. First 
wave of supervisors feels empowered as they are 
endorsed with the responsibility of training all 
future employees of the company. They also get 
to know RATP Paris-based operations and become 
part of RATP trainers network

>  Control costs. The need to fly in experts from 
abroad is reduced since most employees can be 
trained onsite by local trainers

Overview of training  
organization in Algiers: 
A 3-LAYER SYSTEM

First wave of supervisors:  
>  Training provided by RATP experts 

- In Paris 
- On-site in Algiers

Train the trainer: 
>  All employees trained on site by first wave of 

supervisors

Training in real conditions (hand-on): 
>  2-month trial run period  

(September – October 2011)

Operators were evaluated after each training session, 
being hired required having an average mark of 12/20 
with no mark below 8/20. Here are the various trainings 
provided.

General training
>  Welcome training and presentation  

of RATP El-Djazaïr – 2 days
>  Basic training on track, energy and  

railway safety – 2 days

Specific trainings by position
Salespersons – 10 days

>  Station equipment
>  In-station video and audio communication tools
>  Fare structure and ticket selling

Station manager – 30 days
>  Training topics similar to salespersons’ training but 

going into more details

Drivers – 55 days
>  Track
>  Use of signaling systems
>  Power control
>  Rolling Stock driving
>  Train manoeuvres
>  Use of video and audio communication  

and control tools
>  Habilitation test

Operation supervisors – 55 days
>  Station manager training
>  Driver training
>  Traffic planning
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Operation Command Centre operators – 70 days
>  Traffic regulation
>  Presentation of operation procedures
>  Power control

Inspectors – 5 days
>  Presentation of ticketing systems
>  Ticket selling
>  Inspection techniques: where to intervene, 

communication with passengers… 

SPECIFIC TRAININGS BY POSITION
RATP Dev had to overcome two main difficulties to 
find the right people 

>  First, a limited knowledge of the local environment 
on RATP Dev side as this was the first O&M 
contract in Algeria

>  Second, the lack of experienced profiles, as Algeria 
had never had a metro network before

The first difficulty was settled by working hand in hand 
with Algeria’s national employment agency, which 
helped RATP Dev understanding local curricula and 
screening CVs, as well as hiring a HR consulting firm 
to assist in identifying suitable profiles for supervisor 
positions.

Regarding the second challenge, having to train people 
with no experience in the railway industry turned out to 
be an advantage for RATP Dev since: 
>  Training hundreds of people from scratch posed no 

particular challenge as RATP was able to mobilize the 
necessary resources to do so. 

>  Moreover, having never worked in railways, the new 
hires had no previous work habits that they would 
have had to tweak to adapt to RATP practices. Hence 
they proved to be remarkably apt to fully comply with 
RATP standard processes.

Customer benefits:
•   Economic impact: creation of 300 local jobs
•  Reliability: excellent training level, drawing on  

RATP Group best practices

Mid-management:  
100% LOCAL EMPLOYEES,  
COMPREHENSIVELY TRAINED
A first wave of supervisors was recruited in 2009, 
split 20 for operations and 5 for maintenance. 
These hirings aimed to build a strong basis of local 
employees, whose task was to be twofold:

>  Before launch: help the managers sent by RATP Group 
in preparing the opening of the metro services and train 
the new joinees 

>  After launch: gradually move into managerial positions 
to replace executives originally sent by RATP Group

Because these supervisors would be critical in the 
success of RATP El-Djazaïr, particular attention was paid 
to CV screening and employee selection.  
RATP Dev hired two Algerian HR consulting firms to 
help choosing the right people.

Supervisors also helped the contractors during the 
commissioning process of the line; indeed, they were 
marshalling works trains and testing trains movements 
from the operation control center during the last 
9-months stage of the system certification, under the 
supervision of a RATP control centre senior expert. 

COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING LEVERAGING RATP 
EXPERTS AND TRAINING METHODS 
Special care was given to the training of these 
supervisors as they would later have to train 
themselves every future employee of the 
Algiers metro. This “train the trainer principle”, 
systematically applied by RATP Group across all its 
networks, enables both to:

>  Transfer know-how faster to local employees
>  Minimise the need to fly in experts from abroad – 

hence optimising costs

All supervisors were trained according to RATP Group 
standard procedures, combining offsite and onsite 
training sessions.

First, they were sent to Paris to get acquainted with 
RATP best practices, and to benefit from advanced 
hardware and software available in Paris (eg driving 
simulators…).

Second, extensive on-site training sessions were 
conducted in Algiers:

>  Regarding maintenance, the bulk of the training 
was delivered by the equipment suppliers: rolling 
stock manufacturer (CAF), electronic system 
provider (Siemens) and civil works contractors 
(consortium).

>  Regarding operations, a comprehensive 55-day 
training was provided by RATP experts sent from 
Paris, covering all aspects of operations (see details 
in appendix A).

RATP Group is able to deliver such training quickly 
and in any location thanks to its taskforce called 
Operational Development Agency (ODA). This taskforce 
brings together some of the best employees across the 
whole of RATP Group in order to deliver any kind of 
technical expertise whenever and wherever required 
(see details about ODA in appendix B).

Contents of the training included following topics: 
rolling stock, signaling systems, use of station 
equipment, train maneuvers, power control, safety, 
traffic planning.
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Customer benefits:
•   Reliability: excellent training level, drawing on RATP 

Group best practices
•  Local empowerment: early empowerment of a first 

group of employees, who become responsible for 
training and managing themselves all rank and file 
workers

Senior management: 
EVERY OTHER POSITION OCCUPIED BY AN 
ALGERIAN MANAGER 2 YEARS AFTER LAUNCH
In the autumn of 2013, i.e. 2 years after the start of 
commercial services, many key positions occupied by 
French managers will be filled up by Algerian managers. 
All Algerian employees who will take over from French 
managers were part of the first wave of supervisors hired 
in 2009. They have been identified as high potentials by 
RATP Dev and as a consequence promoted to manager.

End of 2013, following positions will be held by local 
employees:

>  Head of Operations Command Centre: real-time 
traffic management

>  Station manager: management of all station 
attendants, fare collection, station condition 
management

>  Safety and control manager: management  
of inspectors

>  Head of tracks maintenance: maintenance  
of viaducts, tunnels, tracks…

>  Head of electrical engineering: maintenance  
of power supply systems

>  HR director: position filled up by an Algerian 
manager from the beginning

Customer benefits:
•   Local empowerment: transfer of critical responsibilities 

to local employees, enabling to build a group of Algerian 
executives experienced in the management of a metro 
network in a country which had had none so far


